people in various times and places tried to express themselves ("self-directed") and sometimes, to influence others ("other-directed"). Certainly we can see both of these interests animating one of the most important studies that Glascott cites, namely Jacqueline Jones Royster's Traces of a Stream, in which who Royster's subjects were and what they were trying to accomplish in their social worlds are of more interest to Royster (and me) than the aesthetic qualities of their texts.
Perhaps the over-arching human activity that holds enduring interest for scholars, whether they call themselves literary critics, literacy scholars, or rhetoricians, is how humans do things with words.
"Composition, " I believe, may indeed be a term with a more limited reach, however. "Composition" is implicated when "literacy" is redefined from the capacious boundaries that Glascott suggests to a more reified and reduced notion, such as when it appears in promises that, as Harvey Graff puts it, "a more equal distribution of a productive mass literacy will trump social, economic, and political inequality. " This is the "literacy myth, " since achieving this reified literacy may not "bring employment and rewards to all those in search of fair work and pay, regardless of their ability to read and write across different media and different languages" (Graff 's emphasis). Bruce Horner critiques buying into the literacy myth when he looks at writing instruction that "[makes] a fetish of specific deviations from what are thought to be formal features of academic writing by changing these features-for example, by mixing languages, or composing in a manner recognized as 'multimodal' , " in the hope "that academic writing can thereby be transformed. " One way of interpreting his point here would be to say that just because one lone composition teacher encourages her students to use Spanglish in their English-language compositions, Spanglish will not thereby become more acceptable in academic writing at large nor will the socioeconomic oppression Spanglish speakers labor under be thereby alleviated.
With the term "composition, " I reference activities that produce artifacts in school-based writing courses, which usually encourage students' self-expression but must also attend to their abilities to satisfy audiences in other school courses. I completely agree with Horner that no composition teacher should imagine that diversifying the kinds of oral and written productions she encourages will automatically transform either the academy or the larger (unjust) society. To think so would be to "fetishize, " in Horner's terms, one's innovative pedagogy. Nevertheless, as long as composition teachers understand that their diversifying pedagogy cannot change the world all alone, surely Horner would not warn them away from it. After all, he is a strong advocate of a kind of diversifying pedagogy that responds to "translingualism" and that is discussed in detail in a volume he co-edited, Cross-Language Relations in Composition.
Horner does have another concern, of course: that diversifying pedagogies not be reified, that is, treated as "[objectified] sets of such practices and conditions, rendering them stable, internally uniform, and discrete through locating them in terms of space [in my liberated classroom?] but not temporally as the always emerging products of actions. " To do so would be to turn more diverse notions of academic writing into the sort of literacy critiqued by Graff, imagined as an entity that can be gifted by the privileged to the disadvantaged, whom it then behooves to make good use of it. Let's not do that.
But if we keep the emphasis on practice and on the ever-developing creativity of everyone in the school setting, students and faculty, then it seems to me that "composition, " even if limited in scope to
